
“Whatever the mind can conceive and believe, 
It can achieve.“!

Hey Girl! Just like every person has their own, unique 
personality... your brand has a unique personality too! 

Is your brand spunky, vibrant, fun, and energetic? Or 
maybe it’s peaceful, supportive, encouraging, and 
nurturing? Whatever it is, your brand personality will 
work to help you attract the perfect clients straight to 
you. 

And just like you wouldn’t choose to be best friends 
with someone you have nothing in common with, your 
brand personality will also work to repel those client’s 
who you won’t work well with. This is a good thing! This 
leaves you more time and energy to whole-heartedly 
serve those you are meant to serve. 

This week we will get really clear on how you want the 
world to perceive you and your business as we develop 
your brand personality. We will spend some time 
discovering what makes you unique and using that to help you stand out in your industry!

Here’s the truth... Every brand has a personality, and it’s crucial to figure out what that 
personality is so you can communicate it consistently! 

The world WILL form opinions about you and your business. They will form a perception - be 
it negative, positive, or somewhere in between. The good news is that you have the ability to 
decide exactly how you want to be perceived. You have the ability to mold what your ideal 
clients say about you and your business when you’re not around!

This is an exciting week, because you can create whatever personality you want! There really 
are no limitations. As long as it is true to who YOU are and YOUR story, the sky is the limit! 
This week will lead us straight into the color and font selection process, so it’s extra exciting 
for me because I LOVE diving into the perfect design work for you and your biz! So let’s 
begin! As always, shoot me any questions you have along the way.

Always cheering you on! 

Sandra
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YOUR PERSONALITY & UNIQUENESS

- Napoleon Hill

Discovering
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Every brand has it’s own, unique personality and no personality is better than another. It’s 
important to NOT look at other businesses this week. Don’t check out that solopreneur you 
look up to this week... this is ALL about who YOU are and YOUR story! 

When you develop a personality that is true to who you are, you are able to maintain that 
personality over the course of time, because you are genuinely sharing our story. 

First, let’s talk about YOUR personality... the things that make YOU unique! 

What words would your closest friends and family use to describe you?

What characteristics do you admire about yourself? 

What are your favorite hobbies?

Circle 3-5 of the following words that describe your personality the best... 

Spunky     Passionate     Elegant     Down-to-earth     Simple     Social butterfly     Organic

Bright     Peaceful     Joyful      Organized     Fun     Detailed     Energetic     Calm     Vibrant     

Introverted     Happy     Strong     Extroverted     Clean     Nurturing    Formal     Adventurous           

Expected/Calculated     Spontaneous      Reserved     Outspoken     Classic     Modern
 
Flexible     Mature     Academic     Relational     Feminine     Bold     Surprising     Funny

Write your words here: 

YOUR PERSONALITY & UNIQUENESS
What characteristics about yourself do you think your friends love about you the most? 

What characteristics about yourself do you think your ideal clients would love to know 
about?

What are 3-5 words that would describe your ideal client? 

In what ways are your personality and your ideal client’s personality similar? 

In what ways are your personality and your ideal client’s personality different? 

Now in this workbook, I want you to pause and get your journal. 
Answer the following questions in your journal on a blank page.

- What have you discovered about yourself from these questions? 

- What have you discovered about your ideal client from these questions? 

- If you were to meet a new friend, what would you want them to know about you? 

Let’s say you meet a new person that you almost INSTANTLY know you could be best friends 
with... what draws you to this person? What makes you want to be their friend? 

1. Start a new page in your journal. Reflect on this workbook for a few minutes and then begin 
brain dumping all of the ways that you want your business to be perceived by your ideal 
client. These characteristics should be in line with who YOU are... and also who your IDEAL 
CLIENT is. Your personality can be that thing that instantly intrigues them to want to get to 
know more about you and your business. 

2. Fill the page with words, characteristics, phrases, and thoughts. 

Got it???

3. Now go back over the whole list and I want you to really think on these words. What things 
make you the MOST unique? What things are the most you to the very core? What things do 
your ideal client LOVE about you the most? Circle or underline 3-5 things that stick out the 
most. 

4. Take a break and think on this a bit... come back later and see if these 3-5 characteristics, 
feelings, and thoughts still resonate more than every other word or phrase on this page. 

5. Congratulations! We now have a launching point for creating your unique business and 
brand personality and we can begin showing this through your visual identity and design!!!

Discovering what makes you unique.

Write all the things you can think of that make you unique as a person? 

Ask your husband, mother, best friend, etc., what they think makes you the most unique as an 
individual. What was their answer? 

Think about others you see in the business world that are providing the same or similar 
services as you. What do you LOVE about what they are doing and how they are helping 
people? 

What do you HATE about what they are doing, the way they are structuring their business, or 
the way they are engaging their clients?

What drives you crazy about your industry? 
(This can be how people advertise, stereotypes about the industry, how people typically struc-
ture their business, what people say on their website, etc.)

How can you use the things you dislike about your industry or others working in your industry to 
set yourself apart? How can you change these things (or fix these things you dislike) to make 
your services and program/packages better?

What core values do you want to instill into your business as you work with clients? What things 
do you want to make sure your clients know about working with you? (i.e. you value customer 
service, you value relationships, you will put your clients needs first, always go above and 
beyond, honesty, etc. Be unique here!) 
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Let’s say you meet a new person that you almost INSTANTLY know you could be best friends 
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Write your words here: 

What characteristics about yourself do you think your friends love about you the most? 
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about?
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- If you were to meet a new friend, what would you want them to know about you? 
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What characteristics about yourself do you think your friends love about you the most? 
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- What have you discovered about yourself from these questions? 

- What have you discovered about your ideal client from these questions? 

- If you were to meet a new friend, what would you want them to know about you? 
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Think about others you see in the business world that are providing the same or similar 
services as you. What do you LOVE about what they are doing and how they are helping 
people? 
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“How we spend our days is, of course, How we spend our lives.“
- Annie Dillard
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